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Abstract
Importance weighted variational inference
(IWVI) is a promising strategy for learning latent
variable models. IWVI uses new variational
bounds, known as Monte Carlo objectives
(MCOs), obtained by replacing intractable
integrals by Monte Carlo estimates—usually
simply obtained via importance sampling. Burda
et al. (2016) showed that increasing the number
of importance samples provably tightens the gap
between the bound and the likelihood. We show
that, in a somewhat similar fashion, increasing
the negative dependence of importance weights
monotonically increases the bound. To this end,
we use the supermodular order as a measure
of dependence. Our simple result provides
theoretical support to several different approaches
that leveraged negative dependence to perform
efficient variational inference of deep generative
models.

1. Introduction
Often, objective functions that arise in machine learning applications involve seemingly intractable high-dimensional
integrals.Variational inference constitutes a toolbox of techniques that tackle this issue by replacing the objective function to maximise by a lower bound of it (that is supposed to
be more tractable or easier to optimise).
A recent and promising approach to variational inference
was proposed by Burda et al. (2016), notably building on
prior work by Bornschein & Bengio (2015). The idea is
simply to replace the intractable integrals by Monte Carlo
estimates of it, and optimise the expected value of this approximation with respect to both model parameters and the
1
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randomness induced by the Monte Carlo approximation.
Following Mnih & Rezende (2016), these new bounds are
called Monte Carlo objectives (MCOs), and are typically
obtained using importance sampling with a parametrised
posterior that can be optimised. This new flavour of variational inference is usually called importance weighted
variational inference (IWVI).
While they were originally developed to learn unsupervised
deep latent variable models similar to variational autoencoders (VAEs, Kingma & Welling, 2014; Rezende et al.,
2014), MCOs have been successfully applied to a diverse
family of problems, from inference for Gaussian processes
(Salimbeni et al., 2019) or sequential models (Maddison
et al., 2017; Naesseth et al., 2018; Le et al., 2018) to missing data imputation (Mattei & Frellsen, 2019) or causal
inference (Josse et al., 2020).
These empirical successes have been calling for theoretical
developments. For example, a natural question is then: how
do properties of the Monte Carlo estimate translate into
properties the variational bound? This question, which
is the main topic of this paper, has until now mostly been
tackled from an asymptotic point of view. More specifically,
most results are concerned with the behaviour of MCOs
when the number of Monte Carlo samples is large (or when
the variance is small). This contrasts with the fact that, in
practice, the number of samples rarely exceeds a few dozens
(for computational reasons), and the variance is very large
if not infinite. Motivated by this gap between theory and
practice, our perspective here is non-asymptotic. One exception to the asymptotic focus is a beautifully simple theorem
of Burda et al. (2016): when the weights are exchangeable,
increasing the number of samples always improves the
tightness of the bound.
Recently, using negatively dependent weights has been
empirically shown to lead to tighter variational bounds
(Klys et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019;
Wu et al., 2019; Domke & Sheldon, 2019). The idea is
to leverage the variance-reduction effect of negative dependence, leading hereby to more accurate unbiased estimates, and hopefully tighter bounds. First, we revisit and
challenge the popular heuristic that variance-reduction
generally leads to tighter bounds. Then, we give a nonasymptotic result that shows that negative dependence
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provably tightens variational bounds. Our result is quite
simple and based on a stronger notion of dependence than
covariance: the supermodular order.

2. Variational inference using Monte Carlo
objectives

k=1

= EQ [RK ] = EQ [log SK ] − log K.

2.1. Inference via Monte Carlo objectives
We consider some data x ∈ X governed by a latent variable
z ∈ Z through a model with density
p(x, z) = p(z)p(x|z),

(1)

with respect to a dominating measure on X × Z. Typically,
the latent variable models we focus on depend on many
parameters that we would like to learn via (potentially approximate) maximum likelihood. Since z is hidden and only
x is observed, the log-likelihood (or log-marginal likelihood
if the model is Bayesian) is equal to
Z
` = log p(x) = log
p(x|z)p(z)dz.
(2)
Z

A fruitful idea to approach ` is to replace the typically intractable integral p(x) inside the logarithm by a Monte Carlo
estimate of it. Of particular interest are unbiased estimates,
since they lead to lower bounds of the likelihood `. Indeed,
if R is a random variable such that R > 0 and E[R] = p(x),
then the quantity L = E[log R] is a lower bound of the
likelihood `, by virtue of Jensen’s inequality and the concavity of the logarithm. Moreover, the fact that, in L, the
expectation is now located outside of the logarithm means
that L is more suited for stochastic optimisation techniques.
The lower bound L is called a Monte Carlo objective
(MCO), and is maximised in lieu of the likelihood.
In this paper, we will study in particular importance sampling estimates of the form
RK =

K
1 X p(x|zk )p(zk )
,
K
q(zk |x)

The Monte Carlo estimate of µ > 0 is RK = SK /K, where
SK = w1 + . . . + wK and K ∈ K. The sequence of Monte
Carlo objectives L(Q) = (LK (Q))K∈K , is defined by
"
!#
K
1 X
LK (Q) = EQ log
wk
(4)
K

(3)

k=1

where z1 , . . . , zK follow a proposal distribution
q(z1 , . . . , zK |x) that usually is a function of the data x
(e.g. via a neural network, as in VAEs). The corresponding
MCO is then LK = E[log RK ], which may be optimised
using stochastic optimisation.
2.2. General setting and notations
We consider a potentially infinite sequence of positive
random variables w = (wk )k∈K with common mean
µ > 0. This sequence, called the sequence of importance weights, is indexed by K = {1, . . . , Kmax }, where
Kmax ∈ N∗ ∪ {∞}. The joint distribution of w is denoted
by Q.

(5)

It is possible to be slightly more general by replacing the
uniform coefficients 1/K, . . . , 1/K by a vector α in the
K-simplex ∆K . This leads to
"
!#
K
X


T
Lα (Q) = EQ log α w = EQ log
αk wk
.
k=1

(6)
In particular L(1/K,...,1/K) (Q) = LK (Q). Jensen’s inequality ensures that Lα (Q) ≤ log µ. Note, however, that it is
possible to have Lα (Q) = −∞ (we will show an example
of this in the next section).
In the context of LVMs, µ = p(x); w is the sequence of importance weights; for all K ∈ K and RK is the importance
sampling estimate of the likelihood p(x), as in Equation (3).
The non-uniform version Lα corresponds to using multiple
importance sampling.
We believe that this general simple framework covers most
ways of defining importance-sampling based MCOs, from
the original ones of Burda et al. (2016), corresponding to
i.i.d. weights with uniform coefficients, to the more elaborated ones of Huang et al. (2019), where the weights are
correlated and not identically distributed.

3. Variance reduction as a heuristic towards
tighter bounds
3.1. The variance heuristic
At its simplest level, what we call the variance heuristic may be informally formulated like this: in a MCO,
if Var(R) gets smaller, then R is a more accurate estimate of E[R] = µ, and the variational bound E[log R]
gets tighter. It is possible to be more formal by Taylorexpanding the logarithm of R around µ:
log(R) = log(µ) +

R − µ (R − µ)2
+
+ Rem(R). (7)
µ
2µ2

The Taylor remainder Rem(R) may be for example written
exactly using its integral form. Then, assuming that Var(R)
is finite, computing the expectation leads to

E[log(R)] = log(µ) +

Var(R)
+ E[Rem(R)].
2µ2

(8)
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The fact that the bound is tightnened when the number
of samples grows (Burda et al., 2016) can be seen a first
example of success of the variance heuristic: adding more
importance weights will both reduce Monte Carlo variance
and tighten the bound. Let us now look briefly at the general
case where R can be any unbiased estimate (not necessarily
obtained via importance sampling). In this very general
setting, some assumptions must be made in order to be able
to prove something. For example, we may wonder what
happens when R belongs to simple families of distributions.
Sometimes, things will go as foretold by the heuristic, as
seen below.
Example 1 (a few successes of the variance heuristic).
Let R and R0 be either two gamma, two inverse gamma, or
two log-normal distributions with finite and equal means
and finite variances. Then
Var[R] < Var[R0 ] ⇐⇒ E[log R] > E[log R0 ].

(9)

The proof is available in Appendix B. The fact that these are
exponential families suggests that a more general result may
be hidden behind Example 1. What does it take to violate the
heuristic using these kinds of simple distributions? While
comparing two inverse gammas or two log-normals always
respects it, simply blending these two family is enough to
get severe violations.
Example 2 (severe failure of the variance heuristic). Let

• E[R] = E[R0 ], Var[R] = ∞, Var[R0 ] < ∞,
• E[log R] > E[log R0 ].
Again, the proof is available in Appendix B. In particular, we show that the
gap E[log R] − E[log R0 ] can
be made arbitrarily large by
choosing the log-normal parameters (im)properly. This
means that, when comparing
MCOs, it is possible to be
in a situation where infinitely
worse variance leads to an
arbitrarily better bound. It
is also possible to be in a situation that is somehow the opposite of the previous example: the variance is finite, but
the bound is not (e.g. if R
follows the finite moment logstable distribution of Carr &
Wu, 2003).

2.0
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Let us see what might sometimes break in this line of reasoning. First, we have no guarantee that the variance is actually
finite. It is even quite common to encounter infinite variance
importance sampling estimates, and we will give empirical
evidence that the ones commonly used in VAEs have indeed
infinite variance. Even assuming that the variance is finite,
there are many situations where we could expect the Taylor
remainder to be non-negligible. Indeed, the radius of convergence of the logarithm as a power series is quite small
(the radius of x 7→ log(x) is µ around µ). This means that
even a high order heuristic will not be accurate if R gets far
away from its mean µ.

R be an inverse-gamma variable with finite mean. It is
possible to find a log-normal random variable R0 such that

k̂ (Vehtari et al., 2019)

The variance heuristic can then be seen as a consequence
of the assumption that, in Equation (8), the variance term
dominates the remainder. In other words, it can be seen
as second order heuristic. There are good reasons to believe that this assumption is reasonable when R is very
concentrated around µ (e.g. when Var(R) is small). This
is the rationale behind the results of Maddison et al. (2017,
Proposition 1), Nowozin (2018, Proposition 1), Klys et al.
(2018), Domke & Sheldon (2019, Theorem 3), and Huang
& Courville (2019). Similar ideas (in a setting more general
than the one of MCOs) are also present in Rainforth et al.
(2018, Theorem 3). Huang et al. (2019, Section 4) also
suggested to look at Var[log R] as an asymptotic indication
of tightness of the bound.

0.5

Figure 1. Importance sampling diagnostics for a VAE
trained on MNIST. To each
training digit corresponds
a value of k̂. Values of
k̂ above the dashed line
correspond to digits whose
weights have potentially infinite variance.

While it is not very surprising to find counter examples
of these sorts, it is interesting
to see that such severe failures
may be observed using quite
simple distributions. This phenomenon is reminiscent of the
line of thought of Chatterjee & Diaconis (2018), who argued
that the variance is not a very good metric for devising good
importance sampling estimates.

Is the variance finite in practice? It is often the case
that importance weights have infinite variance. We provide
empirical evidence that this is the case in the simple case
of a VAE trained on MNIST (Figure 1). After training,
we compute 10,000 weights for each digits that we use to
compute the k̂ diagnostic of Vehtari et al. (2019). Most
digits have a k̂ > 0.5, and are therefore suspect of having
infinite variance. This illustrates again the shortcomings of
the variance. More details on this experiment are provided
in Appendix C.

4. Negative dependence and tighter bounds
A popular branch of variance reduction techniques is based
on negative dependence. In its simplest form, this idea is
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based on the fact that
Var(αT w) =

K
X

αk2 Var(wk )

k=1

+2

X

αk αk0 Cov(wk , wk0 ),

(10)

1≤k<k0 ≤K

which means that negative covariances in the right hand side
of Equation (10) will lead to a smaller variance of αT w.
Anthitetic sampling is for example a famous variance reduction technique based on this idea (see e.g. Owen, 2013,
Section 8.2).
Variants of this rationale were used successfully in the MCO
context by Klys et al. (2018), Huang et al. (2019), Ren et al.
(2019), Wu et al. (2019), and Domke & Sheldon (2019).
Their motivations were essentially based on variants of the
variance heuristic: since negative dependence can reduce
the variance, it might also improve the bound. Our goal here
is to prove that negative dependence can indeed tighten the
bound, giving hereby a non-asymptotic theoretical justification for the works aforementioned.
Let w ∼ Q1 and v ∼ Q2 be two K-dimensional rand
dom variables with identical marginals, i.e. wk = vk for
all k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. What mathematical sense could we
give to the sentence “the coordinates of w are more negatively dependent than those of v”? Again, stochastic
orders provide good tools for assessing this. Indeed, the
idea of dependence orders is to define binary relations 
between distributions such that Q1  Q2 means that, in
some sense, the coordinates of w ∼ Q1 are more negatively
dependent that those of v ∼ Q2 . A detailed overview of
these dependence-based stochastic orders may be found in
Shaked & Shanthikumar (2007, Chapter 9). A prominent
example is the supermodular order.
Definition 1. A function φ : RK → R is supermodular if,
for all x, y ∈ RK ,
φ(min(x, y)) + φ(max(x, y)) ≥ φ(x) + φ(y),

(11)

Joe (1997, Section 2.2.3) proposed a set of nine axioms that
would characterise good dependence orders. A few years
later, Müller & Scarsini (2000) proved that the supermodular order satisfied all of these desirable properties. Here is a
simple example of supermodular ordering: for two distributions Q1 , Q2 with identical marginals, if the coordinates of
w ∼ Q1 are negatively associated, and those of v ∼ Q2 are
independent, then Q1 SM Q2 (Christofides & Vaggelatou,
2004).
An important example of supermodular function is the following: let φ be a convex function and α a vector
with

non-negative coefficients, then w 7→ φ αT w is supermodular. Using this fact with φ = − log immediately leads
to the following monotonicity theorem.
Theorem 1 (negative dependence tightens the bound).
For all pairs Q1 , Q2 of probability distributions over RK ,
Q1 SM Q2 =⇒ Lα (Q1 ) ≥ Lα (Q2 ).

(12)

In other words, the lower bound gets tighter when the
weights get more negatively dependent (in the supermodular sense). This gives a theoretical support to the successful
recent applications of negative dependence to tighten variational bounds.

5. Conclusion
The main limitation of our result is that it is difficult to
control the supermodular order in practice. A silver lining
to this is the central role played by the supermodular order
among dependence measures. In particular, the popular
notion of negative association is in a sense stronger than
the supermodular order (for a more general result than the
simple one from Christofides & Vaggelatou, 2004 cited
above, see Shaked & Shanthikumar, 2007, Theorem 9.E.8).
An interesting question is whether or not these sorts of
investigations could provide a guide to design proposal distributions with the “right amount of correlation” required to
tighten bounds.

with min and max functions applied elementwise.
Let Q1 and Q2 be two probability distributions over RK .
We say that Q1 is smaller than Q2 in the supermodular
order when
EQ1 [φ(w)] ≤ EQ2 [φ(v)]
for all supermodular functions φ such that the involved
expectations exist. We denote Q1 SM Q2 .
The supermodular order is one of the most popular stochastic orders when it comes to quantify dependence (see
e.g. Müller & Scarsini, 2000; Shaked & Shanthikumar, 2007,
Chapter 9), notably in the economics and insurance literature (see e.g. Müller, 1997; Meyer & Strulovici, 2012; 2015).
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